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Experimental Namibian Flood SensorWeb
Namibia Short Term Pilot for 2010
• Colored areas represent catchments 
where rainfall collects and drains to river 
basins 
• River gauges displayed as small circles
• Detailed measurements are available on 
the display by clicking on the river gauge 
stations.
• This display can be viewed and 
manipulated at: 
http://geobpms.geobliki.com/namibia
and
http://geobpms.geobliki.com/namibia2
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Note blue bars indicating
a surge of rainfall upstream
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gauge days later
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(triggers will be used later to auto-trigger EO-1)
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 Experimented with various 
hydrometeorolgical 
information for flood 
forecasting models
 remote sensing 
 rainfall estimates 
 24 February 2010 
 NASA Servir Africa
 red is > 35 mm
Estimated Rainfall Webpage Based on TRMM Data 
Experimental Global TRMM Based Flood Forecast
Experimental Flood Extent Data Product Derived from MODIS
First product out of automated MODIS flood extent map pipeline 
prototype.  Used data from March 2009  when large floods 
occurred to test.  
Recent MODIS Daily Flood Extent
http://oas.gsfc.nasa.gov/SERVIR_Africa/calendar.html?latlong=010E010S
Area toured on January 2011 trip
Recent
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Sample Display of Multi-year Satellite Measurements (in month of March) of 
Katima Mulilo Linked to JRC Via Namibia Flood Mashup
Based on Terra AMSR-E Microwave Instrument
Sample Alert During Pilot
Namibia daily flood bulletin 03 March 2010: 
There have again been heavy rains in parts of the Zambezi
catchment. See attached NASA map. The waterlevels at
Chavuma started rising again. See attached graph. Our
forecast remains that the Katima Mulilo waterlevels are
heading for 7 m by mid-March 2010. For perspective, the
flood would be:
similar to 2007
higher than 2008
lower than 2009
But much will depend on the rains and the catchment
response in the coming weeks. 
Sample Time Sequence Flood Map Generated by 
Unosat, Derived from Multiple Satellite Data Sets
Vision is to generate similar product automatically when floods predicted and
pair them with river gauge measurements
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Conclusion
• Combining SensorWebs with an elastic computation cloud enables surge 
capacity for disasters by enabling parallel processing of various algorithms and 
other processes within the cloud
• Elastic cloud provides work space for user to customize their experience instead 
of preset outputs
• Elastic cloud allows capacity to expand and contract server capacity to fit current 
user load
